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Circuits from the Lab® reference designs are engi-
neered and tested for quick and easy system integra-
tion to help solve today’s analog, mixed-signal, and
RF design challenges. For more information and/or
support, visit www.analog.com/CN0550.

Devices Connected/Referenced
ADuM3165 3.75 kV RMS Digital Isolator for Isolated USB 2.0 High, Full, and Low

Speed
LT8301 42 VIN Micropower No-Opto Isolated Flyback Converter with 65 V/

1.2 A Switch

Low/Full/High-Speed USB 2.0 Isolator with Isolated Power

EVALUATION AND DESIGN SUPPORT

► Circuit Evaluation Boards
► CN0550 Circuit Evaluation Board (EVAL-CN0550-EBZ)

► Design and Integration Files
► Schematics, Layout Files, Bill of Materials

CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS AND BENEFITS

Since its introduction in 1996, USB has become the standard, point-
to-point, serial communication interface for handheld devices, test
and measurement equipment, embedded development platforms,
and countless other applications. USB has largely replaced RS-232
(serial) and parallel ports.
The USB interface emphasizes simple and robust connections be-
tween a host and its peripheral devices, with most of the complexity
being abstracted by the USB controller and physical layer. USB de-
vices are self-configuring, widely supported by common operating
systems, and plug-and-play. They also offer power delivery, are
hot-swappable, and use standardized low-cost, high-insertion life
connectors and cables.

USB devices in these environments however, may require the
addition of electrical isolation between the host and the peripheral
equipment. Isolation requirements can vary depending on the appli-
cation; medical equipment for example, requires devices capable
of withstanding a 5 kV surge voltage to ensure patient safety. For
industrial settings, isolation considerations may include susceptibil-
ity to electrostatic discharge, lightning strikes and power surges,
as well as sensitivity to electrical noise from electromagnetic inter-
ference and ground loops.
The reference design shown in Figure 1 is a USB 2.0 galvanic
isolator that can withstand 1.5 kVAC for one minute and can provide
basic insulation for systems with a 50 V rms working voltage.
The USB isolator supports a maximum data transfer rate of 480
Mbps, and automatically negotiates the transfer rate based on the
capabilities of the connected devices.
The circuit can also supply isolated power to the USB peripheral
via a flyback converter. For typical applications, the 5 V bus of the
USB host can be used as the input power, which allows a maximum
isolated load current of 440 mA to be delivered to the peripheral.

Figure 1. CN0550 Simplified Block Diagram
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

USB DIGITAL ISOLATION
The CN0550 employs an ADuM3165 digital isolator to provide
galvanic isolation of the USB data lines between the host and the
peripheral device. The ADuM3165 supports low-speed (1.5 Mbps),
full-speed (12 Mbps), and high-speed (480 Mbps) USB 2.0, while
maintaining an isolation voltage rating of 3.75 kV rms.
The ADuM3165 utilizes the Analog Devices' iCoupler® technology
to implement the isolation on the digital lines, and is capable
of automatically negotiating the appropriate data transfer speed
without user intervention or the need for external circuitry.

Figure 2. ADuM3165 Functional Block Diagram

Figure 2 shows the ADuM3165 circuitry, which greatly simplifies
the isolation design as the device is highly integrated. Excluding
the signals from the USB connectors, the only external circuitry
required to operate the device is a 24 MHz reference clock source
for the internal phase-locked loop (PLL). This can be implemented
either by connecting a crystal between its XI and XO pins, or by
connecting a 24 MHz clock source from the host controller to the
XI pin and leaving XO floating. In CN0550, a 24 MHz crystal with
its necessary load capacitance is connected across the XI and XO
pins.
Power to the ADuM3165 is supplied as +5 V on the VBUS1 and
VBUS2 pins. VBUS1 is tied directly to the USB host connector, and
VBUS2 is tied to the isolated 5 V supply. Internal low dropout (LDO)
regulators generate the required +3.3 V VDD1 and VDD2 supplies
for internal circuitry. The power dissipation of the LDOs reduces
the maximum ambient operating temperature slightly. Refer to the
ADuM3165 data sheet for details.
To verify high-speed USB electrical requirement compliance, two
signal quality tests were performed using the CN0550. Figure 3 and
Figure 4 show open eye diagrams at the far-end and near-end,
respectively.

Figure 3. High-Speed, Far-End Device Eye Diagram

Figure 4. High-Speed, Near-End Device Eye Diagram

ISOLATED USB POWER
An LT8301 micropower no-opto isolated flyback converter provides
the isolated 5 V bus power on the peripheral side. Depending on
the input voltage, this device is capable of delivering up to 6 W
of isolated output power, allowing it to support both low-power and
high-power USB 2.0 devices. Figure 5 shows the simplified isolated
flyback circuit configuration used for the CN0550.

Figure 5. Simplified LT8301 Flyback Converter Circuit

In CN0550, the LT8301 uses a flyback transformer with a turns ratio
of 3:1 and a primary inductance of 40 μH to produce the isolated
power. A diode-Zener snubber is included across the primary wind-
ing to protect the device from high voltage spikes generated by
leakage inductance. A diode provides rectification on the secondary
side, and is rated for a forward current of 5 A and a reverse voltage
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of 30 V. A 150 μF capacitor is used to reduce the ripple of the
output voltage. This combination of components allows the design
to meet the standard 100 mA maximum load current drawn by
low-power USB 2.0 devices using the available 5 V bus power on
the host side.
Additionally, this circuit is capable of supporting the 500 mA max-
imum load current drawn by high-power USB 2.0 devices when
connected to an external power supply of at least 8 V. Higher load
currents can be achieved with more input voltage, up to 1.3 A at the
maximum input voltage of 32 V. For the general design procedure in
selecting these components, refer to the LT8301 data sheet.
Note that while the ADuM3165 has an insulation voltage rating of
3.75 kV rms and the LT8301 has a maximum input voltage of 42
V, these parameters will be limited by the transformer specifications
in this application. The flyback transformer used in the CN0550 is
tested at 1.5 kV rms insulation, but is only designed to comply with
IEC61558-2-16 basic insulation for a primary circuit at a working
voltage of 50 V rms. This transformer is suitable for isolation in
most laboratory test and measurement applications.
The output voltage of the LT8301 is set by an external feedback
resistor connected between the SW and RFB pins; the value of
which is calculated using Equation 1:RFB = NPS × VOUT+ VF100 × 10−6 (1)

where:
RFB is the required feedback resistance in Ω.
NPS is the transformer effective primary-to-secondary turns ratio.
VOUT is the output voltage.
VF is the output diode forward voltage.
For the required output voltage of 5 V, a 3:1 transformer turns ratio,
and an output diode forward voltage of 0.3 V, Equation 1 results
in an RFB value of 159 kΩ; the closest standard 1% value to this
is 158 kΩ is considered. In practice, however, the unique sampling
scheme used by the LT8301 can introduce errors in the output
voltage. Equation 2 can be used to adjust the feedback resistance
based on the actual output voltage.RFB FINAL = VOUTVOUT MEAS × RFB (2)

where:
RFB(FINAL) is the adjusted feedback resistance in Ω.
VOUT(MEAS) is the actual output voltage measured in V.
With a target VOUT of 5.0 V, a measured VOUT of 5.26 V and an
initial RFB of 158 kΩ, Equation 2 results in a resistance value of
150.19 kΩ. In CN0550, a 150 kΩ ±1% feedback resistor is used.
The resulting load regulation using these values are shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Output Load Regulation Plot

COMMON VARIATIONS
Certain applications may require devices to be synchronized to a
single timing source. In these cases, directly apply a precision 24
MHz clock signal from the system microprocessor to the external
clock input of the ADuM3165 instead of using an external crystal.
If the system microprocessor and the clock signal is located on the
peripheral side rather than the host side, the ADuM3166 may be
used as an alternative. This device has the same specifications and
pinout as the ADuM3165, with the placement of the XI and XO pins
as the only difference.
The ADuM3165 VBUS1, VBUS2 operating voltage range is 3.0 V to
5.5 V, overlapping the VDD1, 2 operating range of 3.0 V to 3.6 V. If
a 3.0 V to 3.6 V supply is available on either side, the VDDx pin can
be tied to its corresponding VBUSx and powered directly. This also
reduces the overall device dissipation and extends the operating
temperature range. Refer to the ADuM3165 data sheet for more
details.
The isolation voltage rating of the CN0550 is limited by the trans-
former used in the flyback converter circuit, a different isolated
power supply could be used in applications requiring full 3.75 kV
rms insulation voltage rating of the ADuM3165.
If even higher insulation ratings are required by the application, the
ADuM4165 or the ADuM4166 can be used as an alternative USB
digital isolator. Analogous to the ADuM3165 and ADuM3166, these
two devices share the same specifications and are pin-compatible
except for the placement of the XI and XO pins. The ADuM4165
and ADuM4166 feature a reinforced surge isolation voltage rating of
8 kVPK and a high dielectric insulation voltage rating of 5 kV rms,
but also have a larger footprint compared to the ADuM3165 and
ADuM3166.
Alternative power solutions, such as the ADuM6020 isolated
DC/DC converter, have an insulation voltage rating of 5 kV rms,
but is only capable of supplying a maximum current of 100 mA.
The CN0419 circuit note is a smaller, lower power USB digital isola-
tor reference design for applications that do not require high-speed
USB 2.0.
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CIRCUIT EVALUATION AND TEST
This section covers the setup and procedure for evaluating the
CN0550 circuit evaluation board. For complete details, refer to the
EVAL-CN0550-EBZ User Guide.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED
► EVAL-CN0550-EBZ
► Host PC (Windows/Linux/Mac)
► A high-speed USB peripheral device (for example, USB flash

drive)

SETUP AND TEST
To test the USB 2.0 functionality of the EVAL-CN0550-EBZ, follow
the below procedure:
1. Connect the peripheral device to the USB port on the EVAL-

CN0550-EBZ, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Example Test Setup
2. Connect the EVAL-CN0550-EBZ to an available USB port on

the host PC. The LEDs on the evaluation board should light up
to indicate the presence of 5 V bus power on both host and
peripheral sides.

3. With the EVAL-CN0550-EBZ connected to the host PC, the
connected peripheral should operate normally.

4. Validate the speed of the connected peripheral using a USB de-
vice tree viewer (for Windows), the lsusb command (for Linux),
or system profiler (for macOS). Figure 8 shows an example
device tree of a high-speed USB device.

Figure 8. Example USB Device Tree Viewer Screen for a High-Speed USB
Device
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ESD Caution
ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. Charged devices and circuit boards can discharge without detection. Although this product features patented or proprietary
protection circuitry, damage may occur on devices subjected to high energy ESD. Therefore, proper ESD precautions should be taken to avoid performance degradation or loss of
functionality.
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LEARN MORE

CN0550 Design Support Package
LTspice® SPICE Simulation Software
LTpowerCAD® Design Tool
Technical Article, Easy Galvanic Isolation, Analog Devices.
Technical Article, Flyback Converters Without Optocouplers: Exist-
ing Options, Analog Devices.
Technical Article, No-Opto Flyback DC/DC Converters & Snubber
Protection Circuits, Analog Devices.
Technical Article, Flyback Converters Without Optocouplers: Exist-
ing Options, Analog Devices.
Technical Article, Flyback Converters Without Optocouplers: Exist-
ing Options, Analog Devices.
Webcast, Designing Industrial Connectivity Solutions for the Smart
Factory, Analog Devices.

Webcast, USB 2.0 High Speed Isolated Robustly with 2nd Genera-
tion USB Isolators, Analog Devices.
Video, ADuM4165/6: Market's First High Speed 480 Mbps Digital
Isolator Dynamically Supports All USB 2.0 Rates, Analog Devices.

DATA SHEETS AND EVALUATION BOARDS
ADuM3165 Data Sheet
ADuM3165 Evaluation Board
LT8301 Data Sheet
LT8301 Evaluation Board (DC2138B)
LT8301 Evaluation Board (DC2737A)
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